 Table 1 
A10 59x --------------------------------------------------------------G A01 6x ---------C-----------------------------------------------------

A06 2x -----------------A---------------------------------------------
B05 1x -----T---------------------------------------------------------
B06 2x A--------------------------------------------------------------
C12 1x --C------C-----------------------------------------------------
C02 1x -------C-------------------------------------------------------
D02 1x --------------------------------------------------------------⌬ E10 1x ---------------------------T-----------------------------------
The triangle indicates a base deletion compared to clone A10, and the hyphens indicate base homology to clone A10. The numbers in the second column show the frequency with which the respective sequence was found.
cleotides. D-GnRH binding molecules were eluted from was found 15 times, 2 sequences were found 10 times, and 2 sequences occurred 4 and 5 times, respectively. the column by affinity competition with D-GnRH in solution and amplified by either RT/PCR and transcription Four sequences just occurred once. Computer-assisted alignment of distinct sequences from the ssDNA selecfor the RNA selection or by PCR for the DNA selection, respectively. For the DNA selection experiment, positive tion did not reveal any common motif based on primary sequence conservation (see Table 1B ). DNA strands were obtained from double-stranded PCR products based on the use of a negative-strand PCR Using equilibrium dialysis, we screened the affinities of individual sequences to D-GnRH from both RNA and primer with an uncopyable tail [18]. The enriched oligonucleotide population formed the starting pool for the DNA selections. Of the sequences identified from the RNA selection, sequence A10, which accounted for the next round of selection. After the second round of selection, a negative selection on underivatized resin was majority of the selected population, showed the highest affinity to D-GnRH, with an equilibrium dissociation conintroduced to prevent the accumulation of nonspecific column binding aptamers. The stringency of the selecstant of K D ϭ 92 Ϯ 12 nM. Of the DNA ligands tested, clone S42, which is unique among the selected moletion experiments was progressively increased by decreasing the ratio of target to nucleic acid. Affinity elution cules, bound to GnRH with an affinity significantly higher than that of all other DNA binding sequences. The equiwith D-GnRH included long incubation times in order to encourage the isolation of high-affinity aptamers with librium dissociation constant was found to be K D ϭ 55 Ϯ 7 nM for D-GnRH binding (data not shown). long off rates (see the Experimental Procedures).
Only 0.01% of the input RNA and ssDNA populations was eluted with D-GnRH during the first selection cycle.
Identification of Minimal Binding Domains
Based on the results obtained from the affinity screening The percentage of eluted RNA increased up to 20% in the sixth round of selection and up to 13% in the eighth of individual RNA and DNA ligands, sequences A10 (RNA) and S42 (DNA) were chosen for further characterround for ssDNA. Oligonucleotides recovered from the respective rounds were converted to dsDNA for cloning ization. In order to determine the minimal sequence requireand sequencing.
Among the 80 clones of the RNA selection that were ments needed for D-GnRH binding, various truncated and mutated fragments of both sequences were genersequenced, one sequence was found 59 times (A10, see Table 1A ). well as the Spiegelmer bind to their respective peptide DNA Spiegelmer, their affinity to various neuroactive peptides (see Table 2 ), both unrelated and related to targets with an equilibrium dissociation constant of about 45 nM. with respect to their primary sequence and proposed lection revealed only one major binding sequence, several sequence solutions without any similarity regarding secondary structure. While it appears that the RNA and DNA variants do not differ much in the complexity of primary and secondary structure elements were obtained from the DNA selection. As anticipated, the affinitthe structures needed for binding to GnRH, it seems that, at least in this case, DNA solutions are more comies to D-GnRH of individual sequences from both the RNA and the DNA selection are similar due to the relamon than RNA solutions. These results are consistent with findings from earlier publications [29] . tively low selection pressure that was applied during the selection experiments. As found in previous selection
The oligonucleotide ligands selected for binding to 
